1. DESCRIPTION

The SWM Scroll Wheel Module is a high specification human interface device that provides the same scroll, pan, and middle switch functionality found in scroll wheels installed in commercial desktop mice. Utilizing reliable non-contacting Hall effect technology, the SWM scroll wheel provides environmental protection up to IP68 (IEC 60529) ensuring continued operation even when exposed to the most extreme environments. The scroll wheel module provides various configuration options including; optional wheel colours, optional backlight LED lighting for use in low level environments, optional detent-scrolling mechanism, and a choice of rear or front panel mounting. The module is available with a variety of electrical outputs and has been designed for integration into OEM Keyboards and consoles.

2. FEATURES

- Hall effect encoding technology
- Sealing up to IP68 (IEC 60529)
- Integrated switch function (middle button function)
- Detent scrolling mechanism
- USB & PS2 (auto-select) or TTL quadrature output
- Smooth operation in rugged environments
- Various wheel colours available
- Backlight LED illumination feature available
- Custom mounting bracket options available (please contact a local sales representative for further details)

3. APPLICATIONS

- Industrial control panels
- Military/Marine/Medical user interface panels
- Sound and lighting consoles
- Colour correction consoles
- OEM custom solutions available
4. SCROLL WHEEL MODULE CONFIGURATIONS

4.1 INSTALLATION OPTIONS

The scroll wheel module can be installed into the front face of a panel or from the rear of the panel. Please refer to the part ordering code section for configuration options (see section 8).

4.1.1 REAR PANEL INSTALLATION

The scroll wheel module, when configured to be installed to the rear of a panel, utilises a standard mounting bracket with integrated sealing gasket.

A typical installation arrangement should include:

- 1 x 3mm thick metal panel (recommended).
- 4 x M3 threaded studs (M3 x 20mm) spot welded/pressed to the underside of the metal panel.
- 4 x M3 nuts and lock washers (not supplied).

NOTES:
Please note that fixings and fasteners are not included with the scroll wheel module.
Please refer to section 7 for recommended panel cut-out dimensions and M3 threaded stud locations.
Custom installation brackets are available on request - please contact your local sales office for more information.
4.1.2 FRONT PANEL INSTALLATION

The scroll wheel module, when configured to be installed into the front face of a panel, utilises 4 x snap features integrated into the plastic housing. A sealing gasket is incorporated into the module to provide protection from ingress of water and dust.

The module has been designed to be mounted into panels with a thickness of between 1mm and 3mm.
4.4 LED ILLUMINATION FEATURE

The scroll wheel module can be configured to provide a white LED illumination of the outer edges of the wheel. The illuminated edges provide an excellent means of locating the scroll wheel in low level light environments and also serve as an aesthetic feature to compliment other illuminated components that may be incorporated within a user interface panel (e.g. illuminated switches).

Figures 6 and 7 below show the LED illumination feature in its powered and non-powered state.

Customisation of the illumination colour is also possible – please contact your local sales representative for further information.
7. DIMENSION DRAWING - FRONT OF PANEL INSTALLATION

Dimensional drawing specifies factory default orientation.
All dimensions are in mm unless otherwise stated.
Tolerances +/- 0.2mm unless otherwise stated
Please note that an IGES model is available on request. Please contact your local sales office for more information.
7. DIMENSION DRAWING - REAR PANEL INSTALLATION

Dimensional drawing specifies factory default orientation. All dimensions are in mm unless otherwise stated. Tolerances +/-0.2mm unless otherwise stated. Please note that an IGES model is available on request. Please contact your local sales office for more information. Custom mounting bracket options are available on request. Please contact your local sales office for more information.
8. PRODUCT ORDERING CODE SYSTEM

Please construct your standard product ordering code by selecting the numbers and letters to suit your specification:

**Product Range**
SWM = Scroll Wheel Module

**Sealing Capabilities**
7 = IP68

**Electrical Output***
0 = TTL Quadrature
6 = USB & PS2 (auto select)
8 = SUN Systems

**Ratchet-Scrolling Mechanism**
1 = Detent scrolling mechanism

**Mounting Option**
0 = Mount to back of panel
1 = Mount to front of panel

**LED Wheel illumination***
0 = No LED illumination
W = White LED illumination

**Wheel Colour***
1 = Grey

*For further options please contact your local sales representative for further details

8.1 Ordering Example

**SWM-761001**: Scroll Wheel module, IP68, USB & PS2, detent scrolling mechanism, mount to back of panel, no LED illumination, grey wheel.

**SWM-7010W1**: Scroll Wheel module, IP68, TTL Quadrature, detent scrolling mechanism, mount to back of panel, White LED illumination, grey wheel.